Corton-Charlemagne
Grand Cru

94

“A subdued nose on this wine
allows glimpses of lemon and
chalk, holding a distant promise
of gilded richness. The palate
comes in with smooth precision,
still harboring a flinty whiff of
reduction but also hinting at
creamy, rich depths of texture and
flavor. A chalky well of lemony,
cool freshness awaits at the core...
The finish offers a lovely note of
butter.”

2017 Louis Latour
Grand Cru & 1er Cru Whites

93
August 2020

Meursault 1er Cru
“Les Genevrières”

93

Beaune 1er Cru
“Aux Cras”

Meursault 1er Cru
“Goutte d’Or”

“Lemon-scented oatmeal and creaminess promise
richness on the nose of this wine. The palate delivers with
rounded generosity framed with freshness and precision.
Chalky depth is brightened by rich, lemon-oil freshness.
Creamy smoke surrounds it all, providing rich unity.”

93

“Creamy richness on the nose of this wine has hints of
lemon and ripe Mirabelle plum. The palate follows suit with
a generous mouthfeel that holds smooth creaminess, hints
of vanilla, chalkiness and vivid lemon-oil roundness. This
strikes a rich but harmonious balance. The finish is mellow,
full but also fresh.”

Meursault 1er Cru
“Poruzots”

93

“Subtle smoke and toasted
hazelnut on the nose of this
wine are met with lemony vividness. The palate sweeps in with
concentration and fruit, adding
limestone coolness, freshness
and depth. It’s a wonderfully
well-defined white gem with a
lasting echo.”

“Wood smoke and lemon peel mix deliciously on the lifted
nose of this wine. The concentrated palate continues
both notions but imbues them with a creamy, full-fruited
and chalky richness that speaks of ripe Mirabelle plum
and generosity. All this is framed in concentration and
freshness for a bold, rounded wine.”

2017 Louis Latour
1er Cru & Village Whites

August 2020

Pernand-Vergelesses
1er Cru “En Caradeux”

93

“The nose of this wine needs some air in order to wake up
but soon notions of ripe Amalfi lemon and butter rise from
the glass. On the palate, freshness takes center stage,
with a playful, concentated finesse that dances across the
tongue. The wine is wonderfully sprightly and refreshing,
with unforced resonance.”

Chassagne-Montrachet
1er Cru “La Grand Montagne”

93

Beaune 1er Cru
“Grèves”

92

“A subtle nose on this wine unites subtle Mirabelle and
gentle citrus. The merest hint of honey chimes in, casting
a richer light over the rich but toned texture of the palate.
This wine is a wonderful textural experience. Fruit and
roundness, freshness and subtle smoke recede to leave
the limelight to that lovely mouthfeel.”

“Wet chalk notes and a little yeasty funk precede notions
of Mirabelle and cream on the nose of this wine. The palate
presents a textured canvas of chalky, lemony but gentle,
creamy freshness. The lovely seamlessness expresses
concentration, precision and gentleness in equal measure.”

Meursault

91

“Citric lift emerges from creaminess on the nose of this
wine, promising freshness. The broad, round palate is still
raw with yeasty notions. but a vein of lemony brightness
awaits underneath. With time, the generous, creamy wine
will coalesce around it.”

2018 Louis Latour
1er Cru & Village Whites

August 2020

Chassagne-Montrachet
1er Cru “Morgeot”

93

“The nose of this wine needs some air in order to wake up
but soon notions of ripe Amalfi lemon and butter rise from
the glass. On the palate, freshness takes center stage,
with a playful, concentated finesse that dances across the
tongue. The wine is wonderfully sprightly and refreshing,
with unforced resonance.”

Puligny-Montrachet 1er Cru
“La Garenne”

92

Meursault 1er Cru
“Perrières”

92

“Intense creaminess on the nose of this wine has a lick
of lemon. The palate presents the same combination and
adds a textured, pithy and yeasty mouthfeel that seems
to drill down to stony coolness, despite the creaminess
above. Highlights of ripe Mirabelle juiciness and creamy
smoothness last all the way to the long finish.”

“Wet chalk notes and a little yeasty funk precede notions
of Mirabelle and cream on the nose of this wine. The palate
presents a textured canvas of chalky, lemony but gentle,
creamy freshness. The lovely seamlessness expresses
concentration, precision and gentleness in equal measure.”

Puligny-Montrachet

91

“Yeasty, reductive funk still plays on the nose of this wine,
expressing as much flintiness as earthiness. The palate
comes in with rounded softness, a mellow juiciness that
still reverberates with seemingly suspended yeast. This
expresses youth and the generosity of the warm vintage.
Structure becomes apparent on the finish.”

